
   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
TO10 Thermal Oxidation Stability Test Rig

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

TO10 - Thermal Oxidation Stability Test Rig 
                          State of the art automation level 
 

Operator safety: 

✓ Insulated test cell with sliding doors 
that can be operated with one hand 

✓ Vapor extraction nozzle that can be 
connected to a central fume extractor 

✓ Beaker presence detectors 
 

Automated sample aeration: 

✓ Automatic control of the air 
flow during the aeration phase 

✓ Measurement and display of 
moisture content 

 

Thermal profile of the heater tube perfectly controlled: 

✓ The temperature of each bus bar is precisely controlled, each with its own 
independent system 

✓ Bus bars cooling without liquid circulation 
✓ Reproducibility improved by perfect control of thermal profiles whatever 

the ambient conditions 

 

Simplified operation: 

✓ No tools are needed for the 
installation of the heater tube 

Rapid start: 

✓ Didactic menus 
✓ Graphical visualization of the test parameters 
✓ Highly readable sample information 

 

Simplified maintenance: 

✓ Graphic screen with complete vision of all 
sensors and active organs 

✓ In case of problems the technician can very 
quickly identify the reason 

✓ Reduced maintenance training time 

Unparalleled flow and sample volume control: 

✓ Dual 5 mL syringe 
✓ Automatic priming 
✓ Ideally stable flow rate, no flow variation unlike an HPLC pump 
✓ Reduced maintenance, only 60 injections cycles for a full test (150 min.) 

The ASTM D3241 / IP 323 Thermal Stability test is one of the 

most important tests for jet fuel quality. This test method was 

inherently limited due to the subjectivity in the color standard 

for tube deposit rating.   

For quantifying the thermal stability of jet fuels, the advanced interferometry 

technique developed by AD Systems for the thickness deposit measurement 

(DR10-ITR) was declared referee in jet fuel specifications ASTM D1655 / D7566 

and DEF-STAN 91-091. 

This advanced technique highlighted the weaknesses of the existing thermal 

jet fuel oxidation test rigs. By precisely mapping the thermal oxidation deposit 

on the surface of the aluminum tube, it became possible to identify issues with 

existing test rigs that were undetectable with the visual (VTR) rating. 

Based on these finding, AD Systems had developed a new jet fuel thermal 

oxidation test rig (TO10) that ensures perfect fuel preparation, perfect fuel 

flow control, perfect heater tube temperature profile and perfect thermal 

deposit quantification when used with tube deposit Rater DR10 - ITR. 
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